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SPINEL ELECTROllES FOR LITHIUM BATTERIES

Michael M. Thackeray

Chemical Technology Division
Electrochemical Technology Program

Argonne National Laboratory
Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA

This paper gives a historical account of the development of spinel electrodes for

rechargeable lithium batteries. Research in the late 1970’s and early 1980’s on high-temperature.

Li/Fe30A cells led to the evaluation of lithium spinels Li~z]& at room temperature (B = metal

cation). This work highlighted the importance of the @3z]X4spinel framework as a host electrode

structure and the ability to tailor the cell voltage by selection of different B cations. Examples of

lithium-ion cells that operate with spinel anode/spinel cathode couples are provided. Particular

attention is paid to spinels within the solid solution system Lil+XMnz.x04(O< x s 0.33).

Introduction

The family of spinels is a very large one and contains many stable and robust materials.

The prototype “spinel” is the mineral MgAlzO.4,which exists in nature as a semi-precious gem

[1]. Spinels have the general form~a Al&]X4, where A refers to the cations on tetrahedral (8a)

sites, and B to the cations on octahedral (16d) sites of a cubic structure with space group

symmetry Fd3m. The X anions, located at the 32e sites, form a cubic-close-packed array. There

are 64 tetrahedral sites in a typical unit cell, one-eighth of which are occupied by the A cations,

and 32 octahedral sites, one-half of which are occupied by the B cations. It would, therefore,

appear at first glance that the unit cell of a spinel structure with 56 empty tetrahedral sites and
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16 empty octahedral sites in the interstitial space would easily accommodate small guest ions

such & lithium ions within its interstitial space. However, every empty tetrahedron and

octahedron in the unit cell share at least two faces with the A tetrahedral or B octahedra.

Therefore, the short distances and coulombic interactions between a guest ion on an interstitial

site and the ions on an A or a B site prevent the simultaneous occupation of the interstitial sites

and the A or B sites. It

introduced chemically

was,

and

therefore, surprising when it was found that lithium ions could be

electrochemically into an

temperature with a concomitant reduction of the A- and

understood when it was established that lithium insertion

A@z]04 spinel structure at room

B-type cations [2]. The reaction was

was accompanied by an internal phase

change that transformed the spinel arrangement of cations to the cation arrangement of a rock-

Salt st,mcture KiA]lfjC@%]16d@,where the square brackets refer to cryst~ographic~y

independent octahedral sites. Since the discovery that the lithium spinels Li~z]04 provide a

stable three-dimensional interstitial space for the unrestricted movement of lithium ions through

the spinel structure [3], researchers have shown great interest in exploiting this class of

compounds as insertion electrodes for rechargeable lithium batteries. This interest has stemmed

largely from the enormous growth in the electronics industry which is becoming increasingly ‘

dependent on lightweight, rechargeable batteries with high energy density. The production of

rechargeable lithium-ion cells that started in 1990 grew to 100 million cells per year in 1996 and

to 200 million cells in 1997 and is expected to increase to 600 million cells per year by the turn

of the century. A longer-term application for lithium-ion batteries is electric-vehicle propulsion.

“State-of-the-art lithium-ion batteries use a lithiated carbon negative electrode and a

lithium cobalt oxide positive electrode. Because of the high cost of cobalt and concerns about its

structural stability when cells are fully charged, increasing interest has been placed on the
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lithium-manganese-oxide spinel LW204 as an alternative positive electrode for lithium-ion

cells.

This review records the development of spinel technology for lithium batteiies. A short

section on high-temperature battery research that was conducted in the late 1970’s and early

1980’s is provided at the start of the review. This period of research highlighted the importance

of the spinel structure as a componeht of the sodium-ion-conducting electrolyte, beta-alumina, in

sodium batteries, and in iron oxide electrodes of lithium batteries; this period was largely

responsible for many of the thought processes that led to the investigation of spinel electrodes for

room-temperature lithium batteries. The account given in this review is a personal one; it is not

intended to distract the reader from the vzist and excellent research that has been conducted on

spinel electrodes by many laboratories throughout the world over the last two decades. It is for

brevity that only a limited number of references have been selected for this review.

High-Temperature Batteries

a) .SodiumiSuljiw and SodiuWetal Chloride Batteries

The oil crisis of the 1970’s spearheaded major international efforts to find alternative

power sources to fossil fuels for transportation and energy storage. The discovery of a ceramic,

beta-alumina, that exhibits a high sodium ion conductivity at 300”C [4] initiated major programs

to develop high temperature sodium batteries, such as the 2-V Na/beta-alumina/S battery [5] and

the 2,5-V Na/beta-alumina/NaAICld, NiClz (“Zebra”) battery [6-8]. There are two structural

forms of beta-alumina, designated 13-and (3’‘-alumina, corresponding to NazOo 1lA1203 and

Na20@5Alz03, respectively (Fig. 1) [9]. The structures are comprised of spinel ‘blocks, each

block containing four layers of close-packed oxygen ions with aluminum ions and stabilizing

.
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lithium or magnesium ions occupying the tetrahedral and octahedral sites, as in the mineral

“spinel”. Theso&um ions relocated between tiespinel blocks inoxygen-deficient layers; tiey

are highly mobile because of the defects (vacancies) within the layers. The structures of & and

@‘‘-aluminadiffer in the stacking arrangement of the spinel blocks at the conduction planes.

Safety concerns about Na/S batteries arose because of the violent reaction that can occur

if molten sodium and molten sulfur combine at 300°C in failed cells. The safety hazards of Na/S

batteries finally led to the termination of their development. The safety problem has’been largely

overcome in the related “Zebra” batte~, in which the molten sulfur electrode is replaced with a

solid NiClz electrode and a molten salt electrolyte NaAICh (melting point= 154°C) [6-8].
.

b) Lithiundlron Disul@deBatte~

In 1973, a program at Argonne National Laboratory was initiated to develop a 1.8-V

lithium battery with cells having the configuration LiA1/LiCl, KC1/FeSz [10-11]. The operating

temperature of the battery is approximately 450°C. At this temperature, both metallic lithium

and sulfur are molten. However, in the LiA1/LiCl, KC1/FeSz system, both lithium and sulfur

electrodes are immobilized by using solid lithium-aluminum alloy and FeSz electrodes.

Nevertheless, the system still requires expensive current collectors, such as molybdenum, to

combat the highly corrosive sulfide electrode at high temperature. In an attempt to overcome

these corrosion problems, iron oxide electrodes such as u-FezOs (corundum-type structure) and

Fe304 ~d LiFe@s (spinel structures) were investigated as alternative materials to FeSz in the

early 1980’s [12-16].

c) Lithiudron Oxide Cells

Lithium/iron oxide cells provide a relatively low voltage compared to Mhhun/iron sulfide

cells; they deliver most of their capacity at approximately 1.1 V vs. LiAl, as shown in the

.
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discharge profile of aLiA1/LiCl,KCl/Fe304 (spinel) cell at400°C (Fig. 2) [13]. The voltage

profile shows several discrete plateaus, each of which is associated with a three-phase reaction

process. Thenature of theelectiocheticd reaction cm beunderstood fiomtie Li-Fe-O phase

diagram in Fig. 3. The reaction at tQeFe30Qelectrode follows the dotted line toward the Li apex

of the Li-Fe-O triangle until the LizO-Fe tie-line is reached; consequently, the composition of the

electrode changes during discharge of the cell. During discharge, lithium ions are inserted into

the tetrahedral and octahedral sites of the cubic-close-packed oxygen array with a concomitant

extrusion of metallic iron. The Li:Fe ratio in the oxide thus increases during discharge, thus

resulting in the successive formation of LiFesOg, LiFeOz, Ei5FeOQ, and

electrode. The overall reaction sequence for the electrochemical reaction at

finally Li20 at the

a Fe304 electrode is

shown below, where the round brackets refer to ions in tetrahedral sites and the square brackets

refer to ions in octahedral sites. Of significance, is that the oxygen array remains fixed and

essentially unaltered during the whole reaction. Site positions are given in accordance with the

cubic space group Fd3m.

@t3)8a[Fe2]l&@4

$0.5 Li

@e)g.~el.sLiO.S]lGdOQ+ 0.5 Fe

$ 1.5Li

[FeLi]lGC~eLi]lG@Q + Fe

$6 Li (via Li5FeOd)

(Li8)8~,8b48@4 + 3 Fe

.

Fe30d

$ Li

Lil?e@s

$ Li

LiFe02

$ Li

Li20

spinel

spinel

rock salt

anti-fluorite
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If cx-Fe203is used as the cathode material, lithium insertion causes the hexagonally-close-

packed array of the corundum-type structure to shear irreversibly to cubic-close-packing to

generate a defect spinel structure. Thereafter, the reaction sequence follows the dotted line

between FezOs and Li in Fig. 3, and is similar to the reaction described above [15]. Because the

final discharge product (Li20) is slightly soluble in the molten salt electrol~e at 400”C,

lithiundiron oxide cells lose capacity slowly on cycling if deeply discharged. Nevertheless, the

reaction is reversible, and hundreds of cycles are achievable if cells &e only partially discharged

[14]. . (

Room-Temperature Lithium/Iron Oxide Cells

The realization that iron oxides with a close-packed oxygen array are electrochemically

active toward lithium at 400”C, and that spinel-type structures are the stable phases at the top of

charge led to an electrochemical study of magnetite in room temperature cells. The voltage

profile of a Li/lM LiCIOAin propylene carbonatelFesOAcell is shown in Fig. 4 [2]. This voltage

profile clearly differs from that of high temperature Li/Fe30A cells.

can be inserted into the Fe30A spinel structure in a single-phase

The data show that lithium

process to an approximate

composition LiFe304. These data and X-ray diffraction analyses of lithiated LiXFesOdelectrodes
.

revealed that the tetrahedral site ions were displaced during the initial stage of the

electrochemical reaction into neighboring octahedral sites. Thereafter, the voltage profile is

indicative of a two-phase process, which can be attributed to the displacement of metallic iron

from the oxide structure. The generalized reaction at the electrode can thus be represented as a

two-stage process:
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1) Li 2) x Li
(Fe)g~~ez]l@A ..----> &iFe]lGC[Fez]16dOA------> Li1+2.33XFe3.X04+ x Fe

(xmm=3) .

.On the initial insertion of lithium, the tetrahedral-site iron ions are cooperatively

displaced into octahedral (16c) sites to generate a defect rock-salt structure

[Lianl.aFe]lG.~@]lGdOQ,where ❑ refers to a vacancy. Lithiation continues until the rock-salt

stoichiometry @LiFe]lfjC~ez]@Q is reached. During this process, the ~ez]lfj@A spinel

framework remains intact. This reaction is irreversible below 3 V because of the kinetic barrier

that prevents lithium extraction from a rock-salt type structure that has 75% of the octahedral

sites fully occupied with iron and, thus, has no unrestricted pathways for lithium-ion diffi.rsion.

During the second stage of the reaction, metallic iron is extruded from the rock-sak structure to

accommodate the incoming lithium ions.

.

Lithiu”mSpinel Electrodes Li~2]&

The discovery that lithium spinels Li~z]& (B = metal cation) could accommodate

lithium and that the ~2]& provided a host framework with a three-dimensional interstitial space

for lithium insertion and extraction heralded the start of an intense search for stable spinel

electrodes for rechargeable lithium batteries. Moreover, the ability to place a wide variety of ~

transition metal cations on the B sites of the spinel framework makes it possible to tailor the

voltage of a lithium cell. Table 1 lists the operating voltages of several Li/Li@z]& spinel

couples. h principle, therefore, it is possible to couple spinel anodes with spinel cathodes to

provide lithium-ion cells with a range of working voltages [17].. For example, a

LiwXTi501Ail-,Mn20A couple would provide a 2.5 V cell, and a LbXTi501~ Li7.XMn5012couple.



would provide a 1.5 V cell. A schematic illustration of such a spinel anode/spinel cathode

lithium-ion cell is shown in Fig. 5.

(INSERT TABLE 1 HERETO KEEP CORRECT SEQUENCE OF REFERENCES)

Spine] Li4Ti5012

The spinel Li4Ti501zhas structural properties that make it an ideal insertion electrode for

lithium batte~ applications. It has the spinel notation Li[Til.bTLiO.qq]Ol.

the spinel structure according to the reaction

Lithium is inserted into

Li + &i)g,[TilobTLiO.qq]lbdOl------> &iz]lGCITil.bTLiO.qq]lGdOl

As with all LilJi12]& spinels, lithium insertion causes a cooperative displacement of the

tetrahedral-site lithium ions into neighboring octahedral sites; the reaction generates the rock-

SZdtphase Liz] lbCITil.&LiO.qs]l@l. It is thus a two-phase reaction that provides a constant -

voltage response at 1.5 V vs. Li (Fig. 6a) [17, 19, 20]. The cubic symmetry of the parent spinel is

unaffected by lithiation; the lattice parameter (8.36 ~) and unit cell volume are virtually

unaltered by the phase transition. The lack of any significant change to the crystallographic

parameters is remarkable and provides a structure that is extremely tolerant to electrochemical

cycling (Fig. 6b) [19, 20, 32]. The excellent stability of a Li/LiiTisOlz cell to electrochemical
.

cycling is shown in Fig. 6a, in which the voltage profiles of the 10ti, 20* and 30* cycles are

super-imposable and cannot be distinguished from one another [32]. Unfortunately, the low

theoretical capacity of LiATisOlz(163 mAh/g) compared to other transition metal oxides, such as

Mn02 (308 mAh/g), and the relatively low oxidation potential

density of cells that use LqTi501z electrodes. Despite these

(1.5 V vs. Li) limit the energy

disadvantages, L~Ti5012 is an “

extremely attractive negative electrode for relatively low-voltage lithium-ion cells because they

eliminate the safety hazards of negative electrodes that operate close to the potential of metallic

--w,-~. , .+ ....-



lithium. For example, the good cycling stability of a 2.5-V cell containing a LbTi5012 negative

electrode and a stabilized manganese spinel positive electrode of composition Lfif).O@hl.@l

is shown in Fig. 7; also provided are the voltage profiles of both electrodes, monitored against a

metallic lithium reference electrode [17, 33].

The Li-Mn-O Spinel System

Many stoichiometric spinel compounds exist in the Li-Mn-O system. Their compositions

reside on the tie-line between Mn304 (hausmannite) and L@5012 in the Li-Mn-O phase

diagram (Fig. 8) [34]. The spinel compositions of interest for rechargeable lithium battery

applications lie on the tie-line between LiMnz04 and L~501z. These compounds can be

represented by the general formula Lil+XMn2.XOl[34-37].

a) Li[Mn2]04

Li[Mn2]OA is the most extensively studied spinel of the Li-Mn-O system. Lithium

insertion into Li[Mnz]OAtakes place at 2.96 V (open-circuit voltage) according to the two-phase

reaction [23]:

Li + Li[Mn2]Ol -----> Li2[Mn2]04

in which the spinel phase Li[Mn2]OAis transformed in a fwst-order reaction to the rock-salt phase

Li2[Mn2]04. The increase in the concentration of Mn3+ (d4, Jahn-Teller) ions reduces the cubic

symmetry of the Li[Mn2]Ol spinel phase (a = 8.248 ~) to tetragonal symmetry in the Li2~2]04

rock-salt phase (a = 8.007 & c = 9.274@ [23, 38]. The phase transition causes a 16% increase

in the c/a ratio of the unit cell. Such a large anisotropic change in the lattice parameters is too

severe for the host electrode to maintain its structural integrity on cycling. Thus, LilLi[Mnz]Ol

cells suffer a rapid capacity fade on cycling at 3 V(Fig. 9a). By contrast, electrochemical

—. ..-.



extraction of lithium from the tetrahedral sites of Li[Mnz]Od does not alter the cubic symmetry of

the spinel electrode [29-31]. This reaction takes place at approximately 4 V vs. Li. As a result,

Li[Mn2]04 electrodes show superior cycling over the high voltage range (Fig. 9b). It is diflicult

to electrochemically extract all the lithium from Li[Mnz]04. However, earlier work by Hunter

demonstrated that essentially all the lithium could be removed from Li[Mnz]Od

reaction with acid according to the reaction [39]:

2 Li[Mn2]04 ----> 3 lAln02 + MnO + LizO

This chemical reaction removes the lithium (as Li2.0) from the spinel;

by chemical

25% of

manganese is also lost from the structure by dissolution as MnO. Perhaps surprisingly,

the

the

product, A-MnOz, still crystallizes with the [Mnz]04 spinel framework. The A-MnOz structure is

unstable to heat treatment and transforms to B-MnOzwith a rutile-type structure at approximately

270”C [39]; its high reduction potential and high reactivity as a fully charged electrode, the

necessity to dry the material before use, and its instability to heat-treatment make l@lnOz an

unattractive electrode compared to Li[Mnz]Od. The latter compound, which is prepared dry, has

a stabl~ and robust stoichiometric spinel structure, and is loaded in the discharged state in 4-V

lithium-ion cells. .

Much work has been done in recent years in an attempt to replace the costly positive

electrode of commercial LiXC&il.XCoOz lithium-ion cells with a Li[Mnz]Od spinel electrode.

Despite the structural robustness of Li[Mn2]04 and the advantagethat U-X[MM-%electrodes .

expand and contract isotropically over the compositional range 0-<1 at 4 V vs. Li, lithium-ion

cells with Lil.x[Mnz]Od electrodes still show a slow capacity fade at room temperature, which is

accentuated if the operating temperature of the cells is raised to 40 to 50”C, i.e., a temperature



.
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that can be reached in devices such as laptop computers. The capacity fade of these cells has

been attributed to three factors:

1. Volubility of the spinel electrode, for example, by acid attack from the electrolyte, and by

a disproportionation reaction at the particle surface [34, 40-44].

2 Mn3+(~~l@‘---- > M#(~~fid) + Mn2+(~~1~ti@

2. An instability of a highly delithiated spinel Lil.x[Mnz]Ol, resulting, for example, from

oxygen loss at the particle surface as the cell approaches the top of charge [34]. The loss

of oxygen and concomitant reduction of Mn& to Mn3+ions at 4 V is most likely related to

oxidation of the electrolyte and dissolution of the spinel according to the
.

disproportionation reaction given above.

3. The onset of a damaging Jahn-Teller distortion at the particle surface of the spinel

electrode at the end of discharge (above 3 V) under dynamic, non-equilibrium conditions

[34]. Recent electron diffraction and imaging data obtained from cycled Lil-@Inz]Ol

electrodes have provided evidence that, under high rate conditions, the tetragonal

Li2[Mn2]04 phase is formed at the surface of some spinel particles above the expected

thermodynamic voltage (2.96 V), thus causing structural damage to the electrode

(Figs. 10, 11) [45].

Improved capacity retention can be achieved by substituting some of the manganese ions

in the [Bz]X4spinel framework with a mono- , di- or trivalent cation. This substitution raises the

average oxidation state of the stoichiometric spinel compound marginally above 3.5 [34]. For

example, the average manganese oxidation state of the spinel Lil.@Inl.gsOa, which lies close to

Li[Mn2]04 on the Li[Mn2]01-Li4MnsOlz tie-line in Fig. 8, is 3.56. This spinel composition has

several advantages. First, lithium extraction can only take place to Lio.2Mn1.g504,at which

:W-Y-T ,r-, ,, , , . . . . . . , ,,.e. . ..4....,.,>. ,,..,,. ., ..,.cw ,,. .“ ,.’.., .-’. ,...,,- , .,., .:.- .,. , r%’ , .,, .! ,.
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composition the manganese ions are filly oxidized; the 0.2 Li that remain in the structure (O.15

of which are located in the interstitial channels of a [Mnl.g5Lio.05]OAframework) stabilize the

electrode structure at the top of charge. Second, the increase in WA content in the

stoichiometric spinel may suppress the disproportionation reaction shown above. Third, at the
.

end of discharge, for example at 3.3 V, when the electrode approaches the stoichiometric spinel

composition Lil.05Mn1.g504,the average oxidation state of the manganese ions is above the

expected value for the onset of the Jahn-Teller distortion, thereby stabilizing the surface of the

electrode to overlithiation. The radical improvement in capacity retention in a room temperature

cell with a lithium-rich spinel electrode of composition Lil.0sMnl.g70Acompared to a cell with a

standard Li[Mnz]04 electrode is shown in Fig. 12 [34].

b) Li@n5012

L~5012 is an end member of the Lil+XMnz.XOAsystem (x = 0.33); it has the spinel

notation Li[Mnl.GTLiO.@A. Unlike Li[Mnz]OA,which can act as a 3-V electrode (when lithium
.

is inserted into the interstitial octahedral sites of the structure) or a 4-V electrode (when lithium is

extracted from the tetrahedral sites), L~5012 operates only as a 3-V electrode because all the

manganese ions are tetravalent, and therefore, lithium cannot be extracted from the structure. The

LiwXMn5012electrode remains cubic over a wide compositional range at 3 V, the Jahn-Teller

distortion occurring only late in the discharge at the composition Li@lnsOlz (x = 2.5), when the

manganese oxidation state reaches 3.5 [26]. Moreover, the extent of the J&n-Teller effect in the

fully lithiated rock-salt phase Li7Mn5012(x=3, c/a= 1.106) is not as severe as it is in Li2Mn204

(c/a = 1.163) [23, 38]. These data highlight the flexibility of the Li-Mn-O spinel system and

demonstrate that it is possible to select different spinel compositions that allow the cubic

symmetry of the electrode to be maintained at either 3 V or 4 V, thus providing systems with.



.

good cycle life at two distinct voltages. Excellent cycling performance at 3 V has recently been

reported for Li&n5012 [27].

Composite Lithium-Manganese-Oxide Electrodes

The tendency for several lithium-manganese-oxide materials to transform to a spinel

structure, usually within the solid solution system Lil+XMn2.XOA,either on heating or during the

insertion and extraction of lithium in an electrochemical cell, highlights the stability and

robustness of spinel compounds. For example, lithiated MnOZ structures with the composition

LiO.sMnOz,whether derived from ramsdellite-MnOz or cY-MnOZ,or from delithiated LiMn02.

structures, transform readily to Li[Mnz]OJ on heating at 300°C under an inert atmosphere [46].

y-Mn02 electrodes that are heated with LiOH in a 7:3 molar ratio at 350-420”C in air consist of a

composite structure that is composed of domains of a lithiated-y-MnOz phase and domains of a

spinel phase [47-51]; the composite electrode has been given the acronym “CDMO” (Composite

Dimensional Manganese Oxide) by Sanyo [47, 48]. Orthorhombic-LiM.nOz and layered-LiMn02

structures transform to a spinel structure on electrochemical cycling of lithium [52-58]; the

resulting products are not single phase, but are also composite structures containing domains of

spinel and domains of the residual parent structure [58].

The inherent stability of the spinel structure plays an important role in stabilizing these

composite electrodes. For example; y-M.nOZand ramsdellite-MnOz structures have a distorted

hexagonally close-packed oxygen array that is unstable to lithiation; the close-packed oxygen

array shears on lithiation toward a more stable cubic-close-packed structure [46, 59]; the same

effect occurs when y-MnOz reacts with LiOH to generate “CDMO” type products [49]. The

enhanced stability of “CDMO” electrodes in lithium cells compared to pure y-MnOz electrodes

.—-. .. .-



has been attributed to the presence of the spinel domains in the structure and to the compatibility

of the close-packed oxygen arrays of the spinel- and lithiated-y-MnOz phases. Both structure

types have been identified in “CDMO” products by electron diffraction data and high- resolution

imaging of crystallite in the electrode (Fig. 13) [51]. In electrochemically delithiated
.

orthorhombic-LiMn02 and layered-LiMnOz structures, spinel domains have been found to be

intergrown with domains derived from the parent LiMn02 structures (Fig. 14) [58]. Composite

structures derived from these LiMnOz materials show voltage profdes typical of spinel
.

electrodes, and can be cycled over the 4 V and 3 V regions with far better capacity retention than

standard Li[Mn2]04 spinel electrodes. This good cycling behavior has been attributed, in

particular, to spinel domains with compositions within the Lil+,Mnz.xOdsystem (OGJXO.33)that

are more tolerant to cycling over the lower voltage regime than Li~2]04. “

Conclusions

The family of lithium spinals Li~z]OA (B = metal cation) provides a wide range of

materials that are of interest as insertion electrodes for lithium batteries. Much of the recent

research has been spent on developing lithium-manganese-oxide spinel electrodes for 3- and 4-V

battery applications. The role that spinel domains play in stabilizing electrode structures has

been stressed. These domains, in general, are derived from the stoichiometic (3 V) spinels along .

the Li[Mn2]OA-LWn501z tie-line in the Li-Mn-O phase diagram. They stabilize not only the

surface of”4 V“ Lil.X[Mn2]Odelectrodes at the end of discharge, but also composite electrode

structures derived, for example, from y-MnOz, layered-LiMnOz and orthorhombic-LiMn02. The

lithium-titanate spinel LuTisOlz is particularly attractive as a negative electrode for low-voltage

—— . ....—. . .
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lithium-ion cells and for reducing the safety hazards associated with conventional high-voltage

(4 V) lithium-ion batteries.
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Schematic illustrations of the structures of ~- and ~“-alumina [9].

The equilibrium potential profile of a Li/LixFe304 cell at 400”C [13].

The Li-Fe-O phase diagram at 400”C [13].

The equilibrium potential profile of a Li/LiXFe30Acell at room temperature [14].

A schematic illustration of a spinel anode/spinel cathode lithium-ion cell.

Electrochemical properties of a Li/LbTi501z cell [20].
*.

Electrochemical cycling behavior of a LuTis01zL~0.0fi~l.g50A cell [20].

Section from the Li-Mn-O phase diagram at room temperature [23].

Cycling performance of (a) a 3-V Li/Lil+XMnzOAcell, ch~ged and discharged

between 3-3 and 2.2 V and (b) a 4-V Li/Lil.XMnzOAcell, charged and discharged

between 4.2 and 3.0 V [45].

Electron diffraction patterns ([100] zone axis) of (a) a cubic L~@A crystallite

and (b) a tetragonal Li2MnzOAlithiated spinel crystallite on the surface of an

LiMn204 electrode particle (discharged from 4.2 to 3.3 V) [38].

Transmission electron microscope image of an LiXMnzOAspinel electrode

discharged in a lithium cell from 4.2 to 3.3 V. The black lines (arrowed) indicate

the boundary between a tetragonal LizMnzOAcrystallite and a cubic LiM.11204

crystallite [38].

Electrochemical profdes of 4 V Lil+&l.nz-50Acells (5 = O and 5 = 0.03) showing

the improved capaci@ retention in the lithium-rich sample [23].
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Fig. 13. Electron diffraction patterns of (a) a cubic spinel phase ([100] zone axis) and

(b) a lithiated Y-MnOz phase with orthorhombic symmeby ([1-20] zone axis) in a

“CDMO” electrode [45].

Fig. 14. Microstructure of a Lio.5MnOzcrystallite derived from layered LiMn02, showing

an irregular lattice image associated with rnicrodomains” of spinel embedded

.
within a residual LiXMn02structure.
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Table 1: Electrochemical Li/Li~z]X4 Spinel Couples

Cell Couple

Li/Li1+XTi204[18, 19]
Li/Li&XTi5012[19, 20]
Li/Li1+XV204 [21, 22]
Li/Li1+XMn204[23, 24]
Li/Li2+XMMOg[25]
Li/Li&XMn5012[26, 27]
Li/Li2.XCo204 [28]
Li/Lil.XMn204 [29-31]

1
3
1
1
3
3
-1
-1

Aumoximate Ouerating
Voltafze (V)

1.4
1.5

2.3 to 1.3 (two stage).
2.8
2.8
2.8
3.4
4.0
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